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• Some kinds of linguisti expressions are less mobile than others; they may not rossdomains that are transparent for other items: objet vs. subjet, argument vs. adjunt,referential vs. non-referential, having an address or not (Manzini (1992)), et.

• This an be aptured by imposing appropriate onstraints on empty ategories that areassumed to be left by displaement operations (f., e.g,. the Empty Category Priniple(ECP) for traes, or the di�erent onstraints for trae vs. pro in Cinque (1990)).

• Suh options do not exist if:� All onstraints are either priniples of e�ient omputation or imposed by theinterfaes (Chomsky (2001; 2008)).� Traes do not exist. (This may be so beause displaement does not leave a re�exin the original position; see Epstein & Seely (2002), Unger (2010), Müller (2011)for some options; or beause a multidominane approah is adopted; see Gärtner(2002), Starke (2001), Abels (2004), Frampton (2004), among others.)
• Conlusion: If some items are less mobile than others, this must be so beause theirmovement may lead to problems elsewhere, either for themselves or for other items inthe lause.

• Suggestion: Movement of ertain items (α) may reate problems for other, su�ientlysimilar items (β).

• Goal: A relational, o-argument-based approah to displaement (α annot move in thepresene of β beause α-movement reates problems for β-liensing) of the type thathas sometimes been suggested for ase assignment (α is assigned x-ase in the preseneof β; see Marantz (1991), Bittner & Hale (1996), Wunderlih (1997), Stiebels (2000),MFadden (2004)).2. IntrodutionObservation:In many morphologially ergative languages, ergative arguments (DPerg) annot undergo	A-movement (wh-movement, foussing, relativization).Question:What explains the prohibition against movement of ergative subjet DPs?1

Answer:If an ergative subjet DP undergoes movement, an absolutive objet DP annot get ase:Movement of the ergative DP per se is unproblemati; but problems are reated for its ab-solutive o-argument. Thus, the approah aptures Polinsky et al.'s (2011) hypothesis thatergative displaement leads to a proessing problem beause removal of an ergative DP froma lause makes identi�ation of the grammatial funtion of the absolutive DP di�ult (butnot vie versa).3. Data3.1 Wh-Movement(1) Wh-Movement of DPerg vs. DPabs in Mam (Mayan; England 1983a; 1989; Campana1992: 88):a. Ma-aPrpst-emph hi3pl.abs tzajdir t-tzyu-Pn3sg.erg-grab-ds CheepJosé kab'two xiinaqman`José grabbed the men.'b. Alkyee-qawho-pl xhirpst.dep.3pl.abs tzajdir t-tzyu-Pn3sg.erg-grab-ds CheepJosé`Whom did José grab?'. *Alkyeewho sajrpst.dep.3sg.abs.dir t-tzyu-Pn3sg.erg-grab-ds kab'two xiinaqman`Who grabbed the men?'(2) Wh-Movement of DPabs in Mam (England 1983a; 1989; Campana 1992: 92):a. Marpst hi3pl.abs b'eetwalk xiinaqman`The men walked.'b. Alkyeewho x-hi3pl.abs-dep b'eet?walk`Who walked?'(3) Wh-Movement in Kanamarí (Katukinan; Queixalos 2010):a. Hanianwho(m) tuQ NodiaNodia nah=hoho-nin?erg=all-durative`Whom is Nodia alling?'b. Hanianwho(m) tuQ waokdyi-nin?arrive.here-durative`Who is arriving here?'. *Hanianwho tanhere na=dyumanerg-spread tahiwater yu?Q`Who spread water here?'d. Hanianwho tanhere wa-dyumanap-spread tahiwater yu?Q`Who spread water here?' 2



3.2 Relativization(4) Relativization of DPerg vs. DPabs in Jaalte (Mayan; Campana 1992: 91; Craig 1977)a. . . . h'enthe.lass omeearrings [xinlikobuy.3abs.1erg . . . ℄`. . . the earrings that I bought . . . 'b. X-Ø-w-ilasp-3abs-1erg-see najlass [xtogo.3abs ewi℄yesterday`I saw (the man) who went yesterday'. *. . . metxthe.lass tx'idog [xintx'abite.3abs.3erg ni'anlittle uninhild . . . ℄`. . . the dog that bit the hild . . . '(5) Relativization of DPerg vs. DPabs in Dyirbal (Pama-Nyungan; Dixon 1994: 169-170)a. Numa-Øfather-abs [CP banaga-Nu ℄return-rel.abs yabu-Ngumother-erg bura-nsee-nonfut`Mother saw father who was returning.'b. Numa-Øfather-abs yabu-Ngumother-erg [CP banaga-Nu-rru ℄return-rel-erg bura-nsee-nonfut`Mother, who was returning, saw father.'. *yabu-Ømother-abs [CP bural-Nusee-rel-abs Numa-Ø ℄father-abs banaga-nyureturn-nonfut`Mother, who saw father, was returning.'d. yabu-Ømother-abs [CP bural-Na-Nusee-antipass-rel-abs Numa-gu ℄father-dat banaga-nyureturn-nonfut`Mother, who saw father, was returning.'(6) Relativization in Kanamarí (Queixalos 2010):a. Yo-hik1SG-know nyandeiti NodiaNodia na=dahudyi-ninerg=bring-dependent tukunaIndian`I know the Indian that Nodia brought.'b. Yo-hik1SG-know nyandeiti waokdyi-ninarrivi.here-dependent anyanthis piyaman`I know the man who arrived here.'. *Yo-hik1SG-know nyandeiti piyaman na=dahudyi-ninerg=bring-dependent HananiH.`I know the man who brought Hanani.'d. Yo-hik1SG-know nyandeiti piyaman wa-dahudyi-ninap-bring-dependent HananiH.`I know the man who brought Hanani.'(7) Relativization in Tongan (Austronesian; Otsuka (2006)):a. edef fe�newoman [ na'epst �lihoose 'eerg SioneSione ℄`the woman (who) Sione hose' 3

b. *edef fe�newoman [ na'epst �lihoose 'aabs SioneSione ℄`the woman (who) hose Sione'3.3 Fous Movement(8) Fous Movement of DPerg vs. DPabs in Mam (England 1983b: 4)a. Maasp hi3pl.abs kub'dir t-tzyu-Pn3sg.erg-grab-ds xiinaqman qa-heejpl-horse`The man grabbed the horses.'b. Qa-heejpl-horse xhidep.asp.3pl.abs kub'dir t-tzyu-Pn3sg.erg-grab-ds xiinaqman`The man grabbed the horses.'. *Xiinaqman hi3pl.abs kub'dir t-tzyu-Pn3sg.erg-grab-ds qa-heejpl-horse`the man grabbed the horses.'(9) Fous Movement of DPabs in Mam (England 1983b: 4)a. Maasp tz-uul3sg.abs-arrive.here xiinaqman`The man arrived here.'b. Xiinaqman s-uuldep.asp.3sg.abs-arrive.here`the man arrived here.'(10) Fous Movement in Kanamarí (Queixalos 2010):a. MaranmaranM. na=tyoerg/gen=daughter kanafous tonago.away tyoexlamative`It's Maranmaran's daughter that went away.'b. A-obatyawa3SG-wife kanafous AroAro na=nuhukgive kariwawhite.man erg=lo`It's his own wife that Aro gave to the white man.'. *Waroparrot na=minkudak-bonierg=hindquarters-pek wa:padog`It's the parrot that peked the dog's hindquarters.'d. Waroparrot wa-minkudak-boniap-hindquarters-pek wa:padog`It's the parrot that peked the dog's hindquarters.'4. Previous AnalysesThree kinds of analyses:1. The trae of DPerg is not liensed (e.g., in ECP terms, it is not stritly governed; f.that-trae e�ets in English).2. There is nothing wrong with ergative movement as suh; it's just that the relevant lan-4



guages have a speial (agent fous, AF) marker whih does what the ergative marker doesand signals the presene of an A-bar dependeny at the same time. Given an optimality-theoreti approah, the agent fous onstrution an blok the ergative+movement on-strution as suboptimal beause it leads to a better onstraint pro�le (Stiebels (2006)).3. (Covert) ase-driven movement of DPabs bloks movement of DPerg, either due to min-imality (Campana (1992)), or beause DPabs bloks the only esape hath within vP(Aldridge (2004), Coon (2010)).Problem with analysis 1:The analysis is not available under minimalist assumptions.Problem with analysis 2:The analysis an only work for Mayan languages with agent fous onstrutions. (Antipassive,e.g., annot lead to a better onstraint pro�le beause the strategy is harmonially boundedby ergative movement: Antipassive neither indiates A-bar movement, nor does it maintainase faithfulness.)Problems with analyses 3:
• Tehnial problems: Campana's analysis is based on a non-standard onept of inter-vention; Aldridge (2004) and Coon (2010) must stipulate a ban on multiple spei�ers.
• Empirial problem: All three aounts must resort to overt movement of DPabs, whihis typially not motivated on independent grounds.
• Empirial problem: The Aldridge/Coon analyses predit that similar movement asym-metries between oarguments should be found in nominative-ausative languages, on-trary to fat.

• Empirial problem: DPabs bloks movement of DPerg but not movement of other vP-internal elements like PP arguments, DPs with oblique ase, or (referential) adjunts(whih are VP-internal; see Aoun (1986)); f. (11)-(14). On an Aldridge/Coon type ofanalysis, this an partly be aounted for by stipulating that intransitive vPs are neverphases; but the problem is more general, and a wrong predition remains for transitiveontexts as in (13), (14). (Essentially, what is derived is an absolutive island onstraintrather than an ergative movement onstraint.)(11) Wh-Movement of Passive Agent in Mam (England (1983ab)):AlQ uPnrn xhidep-3pl.abs kub'dir tzy-eetgrab-pass qa-heej?pl-horse`By whom were the horses grabbed?' 5

(12) Wh-Movement of Referential Adjunts in Jaalte (Craig (1977)):a. Bakinwhen x-Ø-ulasp-abs.3-arrive naj ?he`When did he arrive?'b. Baywhere hahabs.2 yoyi ?go`Where are you going?'(13) Wh-Movement of Instrumental PP in Erg. Contexts in Yuate (Tonhauser (2007, 6)):Yeetelwith ba'axwhat t-uperf-erg.3 h'aak-Øut-3sg.abs he'?wood`With what did he ut the wood?'(14) Wh-Movement of Loational PP in Erg. Contexts in Tzotzil (Aissen (1996, 470)):Buh'uwho taP s-naa3-house av-ik'taerg2-leave komeldir 1-a-bolsa-e?the-a2-bag-en`In whose house did you leave your bag?'5. Assumptions5.1 Clause struture(15) [CP C [TP T [vP DPext [v′ v [VP V DPint ℄℄℄℄℄5.2 Loality of movementMinimal assumption:Movement to SpeC must make an intermediate stop in SpeT. This an be ensured byassuming that either TP is a phase (Rihards (2011)); or by stipulation (Chomsky (2005),Boekx & Grohmann (2007)), or by assuming that every phrase is a phase.Atual assumption:Movement takes plae suessive-ylially, from one XP edge domain to the next one higherup. Given the Phase Impenetrability Condition (PIC; Chomsky (2001)), this follows auto-matially if every XP is a phase.(16) Phase Impenetrability Condition (PIC):The domain of a head X of a phase XP is not aessible to operations outside XP; onlyX and its edge are aessible to suh operations.(17) Edge:The edge of a head X is the residue outside of X′; it omprises spei�ers of X (andadjunts to XP).Assumption:It must be ensured that intermediate steps of movement as required under the PIC are possible6



in the �rst plae in a model of syntax where all operations are feature-driven. A standardassumption here is that edge features ([•X•℄) that trigger intermediate movement steps anbe inserted on all intervening phase heads.5.3 Assignment of strutural aseThree proposals in minimalist syntax:
• T assigns nominative=ergative, v assigns ausative=absolutive.(Levin & Massam (1985), Chomsky (1995, h.3), Bobaljik (1993), Laka (1993), Reza(2003), Bobaljik & Branigan (2006) (with a quali�ation for Chukhi), et.)

• T assigns ergative, v assigns ausative, nominative=absolutive is default ase.(Bittner & Hale (1996))
• T assigns nominative=absolutive, v assigns ausative=ergative (Murasugi (1992), Je-linek (1993), Ura (2000; 2006), Müller (2004), Hek & Müller (2007))The third type of analysis will be presupposed in what follows. (This assumes that the ergativeis a strutural ase. See Nash (1996), Alexiadou (2001), Woolford (2001; 2006), Legate (2008)for the opposite view. However, Woolford & Legate also assume that ergative is assigned byv; the only relevant di�erene is that they postulate that ergative assignment must go handin hand with θ-assignment.)5.4 Patterns of argument enodingTiming of elementary operations:The analysis in Müller (2004), Hek & Müller (2007) ruially relies on timing. Ergative vs.ausative patterns of argument enoding result from di�erent (loal optimality-theoreti)resolutions of on�iting earliness requirements for Agree and Merge on the vP level: Agree

≫ Merge → ausative pattern; Merge ≫ Agree → ergative pattern.(18) Two types of features that drive operations:a. Struture-building features (edge features, subategorization features) trigger Merge:[•F•℄b. Probe features trigger Agree: [∗F∗℄.. Agree and Merge both take plae under m-ommand (i.e., Agree may a�et a headand its spei�er).(19) Agree Condition:Probes ([∗F∗℄) partiipate in Agree.(20) Merge Condition:Struture-building features ([•F•℄) partiipate in Merge.Assumptions about argument enoding:(i) There is one strutural argument enoding feature: ase.7

(ii) ase an have two values: ext(ernal) and int(ernal) (determined with respet to vP, theprediate domain).(iii) [ase:ext℄ = nominative/absolutive, [ase:int℄ = ausative/ergative (Murasugi (1992)).(iv) [ase℄ features �gure in Agree relations involving T/v and DP, as in (21).(21) The role of T and v in argument enoding:a. T bears a probe [∗ase:ext∗℄ that instantiates a mathing [ase:ext℄ goal on DP.b. v bears a probe [∗ase:int∗℄ that instantiates a mathing [ase:int℄ goal on DP.(22) Argument enoding by ase or agreement:a. Argument enoding proeeds by ase-marking if [ase:α℄ is morphologially realizedon DP.b. Argument enoding proeeds by agreement-marking if [∗ase:α∗℄ is morphologiallyrealized on T/v.Side remark:Case/agreement mismathes may arise, in the sense that agreement deviates from the ba-si ase-marking pattern in a language. A possible analysis: Seondary, purely φ-based Agree.A onspiuous property:The head v has a dual role: It partiipates in a Merge operation with a DP, and it alsopartiipates in an Agree relation with a DP. This dual role has far-reahing onsequenes forthe nature of argument enoding.A onstraint on�it:Consider a simple transitive ontext, with two arguments DPint, DPext. Suppose that thederivation has reahed a stage Σ where v has been merged with a VP ontaining DPint, withDPext waiting to be merged with v in the workspae of the derivation. At this point, a on�itarises: AC demands that the next operation is Agree(v,DPint) (see (a)), MC demands that itis Merge(DPext,v) (see (b)). (Appliation of these onstraints at eah derivational step derivesthe e�ets of the Earliness Priniple (Pesetsky (1989).)(23) Stage Σ: DP[c:�] v′(b) v[∗c:int∗],[•D•] VPV DP[c:�](a)
8



(24) a. Agree before Merge: ausativeTP T′T[∗c:ext∗] vPDP[c:ext] v′(iii) v[∗c:int∗] VP(ii) V DP[c:int](i)
b. Merge before Agree: ergativeTP T′T[∗c:ext∗] vPDP[c:int] v′(i) v[∗c:int∗] VP(iii) (ii) V DP[c:ext]Note:The derivation of the ergative pattern presupposes that a spei�er is preferred with respetto Agree with its head to an item inluded in the omplement of that head. This an beformulated as the Spei�er-Head Bias (Chomsky (1986; 1995), Koopman (2006); see Béjar &�ezá£ (2009) for a similar idea with the bias inversed).(25) Spei�er-Head Bias:Spe/head Agree is preferred to Agree under -ommand.This replaes standard minimality onditions (Relativized Minimality, MLC) (though witha somewhat di�erent empirial overage). The Spei�er-Head Bias is ompatible with equi-distane e�ets, whih pose a problem for path-based de�nitions of minimality.5.5 MaraudageAssumption:Certain goal features require heking in Spe/head on�gurations; this way, they may �ma-raude� a funtional head and take away features that should normally be reserved for someother item. (See Georgi, Hek & Müller (2009), Georgi (2010), Müller (2011) on maraudage;similar onepts are suggested in Chomsky (2001), Abels (2003), Anagnostopoulou (2005),Adger & Harbour (2007), Béjar & �ezá£ (2009); and by Trommer (2011) and Zimmermann(2011) for morphophonology.)Case features and maraudage:Strutural ase features trigger maraudage in Spe/head on�gurations even if they havealready been heked (or valuated). Independent motivation: the existene of ase stakingin the world's languages (see Andrews (1996), Nordlinger (1998), Rihards (2007)).(26) Ativity of strutural ase features:Strutural ase features at as ative goals.9

Note:Given the Spei�er-Head Bias, the on�guration in (27-a) may involve heking of [ase:int℄by X or not (leading to a rash of the derivation or not beause of an unheked [ase:�℄),whereas the on�guration in (27-b) must involve heking of [ase:int℄ by X (whih invariablyleads to a rash).(27) a. [X′ X[∗case:ext∗] [ZP ... α[case:int] ... β[case:�] ... ℄℄b. [XP α[case:int] [X′ X[∗case:ext∗] [ZP ... tα ... β[case:�] ... ℄℄℄Note:There is no minimality ondition on Agree or Merge; minimality e�ets are derivable fromthe PIC; see Müller (2011). (Thus, there is no defetive intervention beause there is nominimality onstraint; but there is �defetive non-intervention�.)Suppose that both α and β are PIC-aessible to X in (27); this will imply that the PIC isslightly less restritive, as eventually proposed in Chomsky (2001), or that Agree operationsan esape the PIC, as suggested by Bo²kovi¢ (2007), among others.Assumption:Cheking of [ase:int℄ on α with a on�iting [*ase:ext*℄ on X is harmless as suh; α willsimply maintain its original feature value. However, [*ase:ext*℄ is then disharged, and notavailable for further operations anymore.6. Analysis6.1 Displaement in Languages with Ergative Enoding Patterns6.1.1 *DPerg MovementGiven the PIC, DPerg needs to move from Spev to SpeT if it is to undergo subsequentmovement to SpeC (wh-movement, relativization, fous movement). Given that the�ergative� ranking Merge ≫ Agree (more preisely, MC ≫ AC) is also maintained on theTP yle (see Lahne (2008) for an appliation of this idea to a di�erent empirial domain,viz., word order), movement of DPerg (as an instane of internal Merge) will have topreede Agree of T with the VP-internal DP that has not yet valued its ase feature (asabsolutive). Given the Spei�er-Head Bias, DPerg will next maraud T's ase probe; theinternal argument DP will onsequently remain without a heked ase feature. Assumingthat all DPs must have their ase features heked eventually (and assuming that there is nosuh thing as a default ase), the derivation will therefore rash. In a nutshell, ergative move-ment is impossible beause the remaining argument annot get absolutive ase in this ontext.(Note: Underlining signals a disharged probe in the following trees; disharged edge featuresare not represented; t's are only inserted as mnemoni devies.)
10



(28) Illegitimate movement of DPerga. Struture after T is mergedTP T′T[∗c:ext∗],[•X•] vPDP[c:int] v′v[∗c:int∗] VPV DP[c:�]b. Merge before Agree triggers movement of DPerg �rstTPDP[c:int] T′T[∗c:ext∗] vPt v′v[∗c:int∗] VPV DP[c:�]. Spei�er-Head Bias triggers maraudage of TTPDP[c:int] T′T[∗c:ext∗] vPt v′v[∗c:int∗] VPV DP[c:�]6.1.2 DPabs MovementNo suh problem arises for movement of DPabs beause DPerg has already been assigned asewhen DPabs moves to SpeT.
11

(29) Legitimate movement of DPabsa. Struture after T is mergedTP T′T[∗c:ext∗],[•X•] vPDP[c:�] v′DP[c:int] v′v[∗c:int∗] VPV tb. Merge before Agree triggers movement of DPabs �rstTPDP[c:�] T′T[∗c:ext∗] vPt′ v′DP[c:int] v′v[∗c:int∗] VPV t. Finally, Agree with T ensures external ase of DPabs; no maraudageTPDP[c:ext] T′T[∗c:ext∗] vPt′ v′DP[c:int] v′v[∗c:int∗] VPV t
12



Note:On the vP yle in (29-a), MC ≫ AC ensures that external Merge of DPext and (subsequent;Chomsky (2001; 2008)) internal Merge of DPint (both triggered by ([•X•℄) features on v)both preede Agree. Sine there is no MLC-like onstraint and both items oupy a Spevposition (so the Spei�er-Head Bias does not disriminate the options), the derivation an nowproeed in two ways: Agree(v,DPext) ultimately leads to a well-formed output, as indiated;in ontrast, Agree(v,DPint) in (29-a) would lead to a rash beause DPext would then neverbe assigned ase.6.2 Displaement in Languages with Ausative Enoding Patterns6.2.1 DPacc MovementThe ranking Agree ≫ Merge that gives rise to an ausative pattern in the �rst plae (on thevP yle) is also ative on the TP yle. Here it ensures that Agree with the DPnom in Spevan be arried out before the DPacc undergoes suessive-yli movement to SpeT (and thento a higher position).(30) Legitimate movement of DPacca. Struture after T is mergedTP T′T[∗c:ext∗],[•X•] vPDP[c:int] v′DP[c:�] v′v[∗c:int∗] VPV tb. No maraudage: Agree before Merge triggers ase valuation of DPnom nextTP T′T[∗c:ext∗],[•X•] vPDP[c:int] v′DP[c:ext] v′v[∗c:int∗] VPV t13

. Finally, movement of DPacc takes plae to SpeTTPDP[c:int] T′T[∗c:ext∗] vPt′ v′DP[c:ext] v′v[∗c:int∗] VPV t6.2.2 DPnom MovementSimilarly to the DPabs ase, there is no problem for movement of DPnom beause DPacc hasalready been assigned ase when DPnom moves.(31) Legitimate movement of DPnoma. Struture after T is mergedTP T′T[∗c:ext∗],[•X•] vPDP[c:�] v′v[∗c:int∗] VPV DP[c:int]b. Agree before Merge triggers valuation of DPnom nextTP T′T[∗c:ext∗],[•X•] vPDP[c:ext] v′v[∗c:int∗] VPV DP[c:int]14



. Finally, movement of DPnom takes plae to SpeTTPDP[c:ext] T′T[∗c:ext∗] vPt v′v[∗c:int∗] VPV DP[c:int]6.3 OpaityNote:Under the present analysis, the data show opaity e�ets (Chomsky (1951; 1975), Kiparsky(1973), Arregi & Nevins (2012)).
• Merge(T,DPerg) bleeds Agree(T,DPabs): A rash results.
• Move(T,DPacc) ounter-bleeds Agree(T,DPnom): DPacc movement omes too late toe�et bleeding, but this annot be deteted by just looking at the output representationson the TP yle (even if they are enrihed with devies like traes): DPacc in SpeTdoes oupy the preferred position for ase valuation with T, ompared with DPnom inSpev.(Note that the opaity here is of a type that annot be aounted for representationally bypositing devies like traes. As a matter of fat, both rule interations are stritly speakingopaque beause their e�ets annot be read o� �nal output representations; but the bleedinge�et with ergative movement an be if traes are present, unlike the ounter-bleeding e�etwith ausative movement.)7. Outlook7.1 Open Questions

• What about DPergs of unergative intransitive verbs in languages with ative enodingpatterns? Can they move or not? Does the theory predit them to be mobile or not?(A relevant issue: Are unergative intransitive verbs hidden transitive verbs?)
• Why do not all ergative languages instantiate a ban on ergative movement? Optionsinlude:� The order of operations on T may di�er from the order on v (perhaps as a markedoption).� T is not a phase head in some languages.15

� DPs annot hek multiple ase features in some languages.

• What happens if two arguments are moved? The analysis predits that if both theergative and the absolutive DP undergo A-bar movement via SpeT, wellformednessan result (in one of the two possible derivations). Is this predition on�rmed? Datasuh as (32) would seem to indiate that it is.

• What about repair strategies for the ban on ergative movement suh as the agent fous(AF) onstrution (Stiebels 2006, Aissen 1999)? Plausibly, the agent fous morphemeis the morphologial realization of an added probe whih assigns ase to DPint, therebypreventing a rash of the derivation (f. Béjar & �ezá£ 2009, Coon 2010). (See theappendix for an expliit proposal.)(32) A-bar movement of DPerg and DPabs in Yuate (Tonhauser (2007, 11)):Maria-e'Maria-top maaxwho t-uyperf-erg.3 il-ah?see-mp`Maria, who does she see?'7.2 The Bigger Piture(33) Generalization:Displaement of α is impossible if there is a step τ of the derivation, with X the urrentphase head, suh that (a), (b), and () hold.a. X -ommands β, and β needs some feature(s) δ from X.b. Merge before Agree holds on the XP yle.. α an take δ (but would not normally require it from X) and needs to undergomovement via the edge of XP.Two (possible) further instanes of this e�et:

• Movement of topis vs. wh-phrases from wh-islands in German (Müller (2011, h.5))

• Left Branh Condition e�ets8. Appendix: Agent FousQuestion:How an the external argument of a transitive verb be questioned, relativized or foussed?Answer :One possibility is to use the Agent Fous onstrution (AF).8.1 Properties of Agent Fous in Mayan languagesTransitive verb, no AF
• Both arguments reeive strutural ase.16



• The verb agrees with DPint and DPext in person and number. DPext is ross-referenedby set A-a�xes; DPint and the sole argument of an intransitive verb are ross-referenedby set B-a�xes (ergative pattern).
• The verb arries the transitive status su�x (gloss: tv).Transitive verb in the AF onstrution
• Both arguments reeive strutural ase. There is no demotion of one of the arguments,AF is not a detransitivizing operation (for arguments see the referenes in Aissen (1999)).

• The verb agrees with only one of the two arguments and ross-referenes this argumentby the set B-a�xes. The hoie of the agreement-triggering argument is regulated bylanguage-spei� rules.
• The verb arries the intransitive status su�x (gloss: itv).
• The AF-su�x attahes to the verb.The AF onstrution is syntatially transitive, but morphologially intransitive.(34) Agent Fous in Yuate (Tonhauser; 2007):a. areefo rithe ahiiman x-Ø-aa-h'ay-operf-3sg.abs-2sg.erg-hit-tv`It was the man that you hit.' patient extration without AFb. areefo rithe atyou x-at-h'ay-owperf-2sg.abs-hit-af rithe ahiiman`You were the one who hit the man.' agent extration with AF(35) Agent Fous in Q'anjobal (Coon; 2010):a. Max-ahasp-abs.2 y-il-aerg.3-see-tv`She saw you.' transitive verb, no extrationb. Max-ahasp-abs2 way-isleep-itv`You slept' intransitive verb. *Maktxelwho max-ahasp-abs.2 s-laq'-a'erg.3-hug-tv`Who hugged you?' agent extration without AFd. Maktxelwho max-ahasp-abs.2 laq'-on-ihug-af-itv`Who hugged you?' agent extration with AFDistribution of AF

• AF an only be used if an agent is to be extrated, it annot be used in a regulartransitive lause without extration. 17

• AF annot be used if a non-agent DP is extrated.(36) AF Restritions in Tzotzil (Aissen; 1999: 455):a. *I-kolta-onp-help-af tzebgirl lithe Xun-eJuan-en`Juan helped the girl.' no extrationb.??Atop lithe Xun-e,Juan-en, I-kolta-op-help-af lithe tzeb-egirl-en`The girl helped Juan.' extration of DPint8.2 Analysis of Agent FousWe need to aount for (i) the intransitive agreement, (b) the strutural ase assignment, ()the extratability of DPext and (d) the impossibility of extrating DPint.Assumptions

• DPint is assigned strutural ase by an added probe [∗:x∗℄ (Béjar & �ezá£; 2009). Thisprobe is realized by the AF-morpheme (f. Coon (2010)).

• The probe is loated below v. For onreteness, we assume that it is added to V (theAF morpheme is adjaent to the verbal root).

• An intransitive v is merged that does not assign [:int℄ (ergative ase), but still intro-dues the external argument (this variant of v is independently needed to aount forase assignment with unergatives). This aounts for the intransitive status su�x andintransitive agreement morphology.

• The feature ontent of T does not hange, it still assigns [:ext℄.The (non-)extratibility of DPint and DPext, respetively, follows automatially from thesystem developed in setion 5.(37) Operations applying in the vP :[vP DPext {[∗:�∗℄} [v′ v{[•D•℄} [VP V{ [∗:x∗℄} DPint { [:x℄} ℄℄℄(i) Agree(ii) MergeAF: DPext MovementA ase-assigning probe is added to V. Sine V does not introdue a DP in its spei�er, thease of V is assigned to the omplement of V, i.e. to DPint. DPext does not get ase from vbeause the intransitive variant of v is merged (f. (37)). Given the ranking Merge ≫ Agreeon the TP yle, DPext moves to SpeT. Afterwards, it is assigned [:ext℄ by T due to theSpei�er-Head Bias (f. (38)). DPext an then be moved further to the left periphery. SineDPint gets ase early in the derivation from V and does not depend on the ase assigned byT as in regular transitives, the derivation onverges. Maraudage does not apply.(38) [TP DPext { [:ext℄} [T′ T{ [∗:ext∗℄} [vP tDPext [v′ v [VP V DPint { [:x℄} ℄℄℄℄℄18



(iii) Merge(iv) Agree
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